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X app Is there a definitive size for a minimum margin/padding to use in an OS
X app? I'm not talking about mandatory padding, but just padding that is
necessary to obtain a pleasing look. A: The rule of thumb is twice the width of
the text plus about 4-8 pixels, but there's no hard and fast rules for this,
especially for apps designed for the Mac (which are more about finesse than
rules). A: Never do a quick check of the minimums, since there's a lot of
variability in them between Apps, especially when new versions change them.
Instead, check the minimums on each system (since different
systems/resolutions mean different sizes). You can do this by accessing System
Preferences > General > Accessibility > Display, and then clicking the Display
tab. Q: UNION ALL for numbers and Null/Empty I have a table in SQL Server
2008, with a column named CompanyNo. It has a range of numbers, like xxxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx There are a bunch of records with null/empty values:
companyno 13797 9999 80370 But when I use the following: select
max(companyNo) as companyno union all select min(nullif(companyNo,''))
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of times to download the data. Because you are not reading data with readLine(),
you don't need to call streamCpy.readLine() either. The other way to handle the
input is to read the data from the user and create a new FileInputStream at the
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